Introduction
Many of the distributed algorithms designed for static hosts cannot be directly used for mobile systems due to the change in physical connectivity, resource constraints of mobile hosts and limited bandwidth of the wireless links [1] . This has spawned considerable amount of research in mobile computing: designing communication protocols [3, 9] , file system operations [4] , and providing fault tolerance [5] . In this paper, we consider the problem of providing a particular kind of communication support, namely, causally ordered message delivery to mobile hosts. Consider two messages 111 and m ' sent to the same destination such that sending of m "happened before" sending of mi. Causal ordering is obeyed if m is received before m ' is recei ved.
Causal ordering is useful in several applications like management of replicated data, resource all0- cation, monitoring a distributed system, USENET etc., [7, 10] . Causal ordering is best suited for applications that involve human interactions from several locations [10] ; such applications are typical in mobile systems. Some of the major applications of distributed mobile systems in which causal ordering is useful are teleconferencing, stock trading, collaborative applications, etc.
Motivation
While designing algorithms for mobile systems, the following factors should be taken into account.
Fl. The amount of computation performed by a mobile host shou ld be low.
F2. The communication overhead III the wireless medium should be minimal.
F3. Algorithms should be scalable with respect to the number of mobile hosts.
F4. Algorithms should be able to easily handle the effect of hosts disconnections and connections.
If mobile hosts are made to execute the traditional causal ordering algorithms (by storing the relevant data structures in the mobile hosts), none of the above factors (FI-F4) can be satisfied. We present three algorithms for causal ordering in mobile systems.
Our first algorithm stores the data structures of mobile hosts (MRs) relevant to causal ordering in the mobile support stations (MSSs), and the algorithm is executed by the MSSs on behalf of the YIRs. However, the message overhead is proportional to the square of the number of mobile hosts. Thus, factor F3 is not satisfied. Also, the algorithm is graceful to hosts disconnections and connections.
Algorithm 2 eliminates the problems in Algorithm 1. The size of the message header is proportional to the square of the number of MSSs. Since the size of the header does not vary with the number of mobile hosts, the algorithm is scalable (with respect to the number of the mobile hosts) and host disconnections/connections do not pose any problem. But there may be some "inhibition" in delivering the messages to the mobile hosts. Our experimental results suggest that delay due to inhibition is less than the delay involved in transmitting and processing the long header (of each message) used in Algorithm 1. Also, the load placed on the MSSs is less compared to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 3 is a hybrid algorithm and is a tradeoff between algorithm 1 and algorithm 2. Every MSS is partioned into k logical MSSs to reduce the delay due to "inhibition" in delivering the messages to MHs. However, k cannot be large as this will increase the size of the header and hence the message overhead. A summary of our results is shown in Table 1 A mobile host can disconnect itself from the network by sending a disconnect message to its current MSS and can reconnect at a later time by sending a connect message. If an MSSs receives a message for any of the disconnected mobile hosts, the message can be stored and delivered to mobile host after it reconnects, or the message can be dropped depending on the application.
An event in a host may be a send event (sending a message to another host), a receive event (receiving a message from a host), or an internal event which does not involve sending or receiving a message. Let send( m) be the event that corresponds to the sending of message m and recv( m) be the event that corresponds to the receipt of m. Events in a mobile system are ordered based on the "happened before" relation, -+, introduced by Lamport [6J. For any two events e and e', e -+ e' is true if (i) e and e' are two events in the same host and e occurs before e' or (ii) e corresponds to sending a message m and e' corresponds to the receipt of m or (iii) there exists an event e" such that e -+ e" and e" -+ e'. Causal ordering of message delivery is obeyed if, for any two messages m and m' that have the same destination, send(m) -+ send(m') implies that recv(m) -+ recv(m').
Preliminaries
Causal ordering was first proposed for the ISIS system [2J. There are several algorithms that implement causal ordering for distributed systems with static hosts [2, 7, 8] . The algorithm by Birman and Joseph [2] appends, to every message, the history of the communications that happened before the sending of the message. The size of the appended information can become unbounded. However, the channels need not be reliable. The algorithm by Raynal, Schiper and Toueg, referred henceforth as RST algorithm, is based on message counting and assumes the channels to be reliable [7] . The RST algorithm, which we will discuss subsequently, appends N 2 integers to every message, where N is the number of hosts in the system. The algorithm by Schiper et al. [8] uses vector clocks and is somewhat similar to the RST algorithm. In this paper we extend the RST algorithm to mobile systems. On receiving these data structures, St first transmits all messages in PEND -ACKi. Also, St forwards the messages (to their destinations) retransmitted by hi. The handotf proced ure is then terminated at St. If MH hi switches to some other cell before the handotf is completed, the current handotf is completed before a new handotf begins.
Analysis
For every message sent by MH hi, the MSS (in whose cell hi resides) sends MH_SENTi with the message. Hence, the size of the header for every message sent over the static network is O(I1~) integers. The handoff mod ule uses O( 1) messages of size O( 11~) numbers when MH hi switches its cell. Now, consider the factors F1-F4 discussed in Section 1.1. Since Algorithm 1 is executed at MSSs, factors F1 and F2 are satisfied. The overhead in the wireless medium is kept minimal. But factors F3-F4 are not satisfied. An overhead of O( I1D integers over the static network is costly if I1h is very large. Also, due to disconnections and connections, I1h varies. So during disconnections, some of the entries in the arrays MH_DELIV, and MH_SENT are not needed. The arrays need not be static, but maintaining dynamic arrays can become complicated if the MH disconnections and connections are frequent. In addition, the processing time for updating the matrix MH_SENT will be substantial for large I1h, and the nontrivial processing time increases the delay in delivering a message.
Algorithm 2
In Algorithm 1, messages are tagged with complete information to explicitly maintain causal ordering among the mobile hosts. In Algorithm 2, messages are tagged with sufficient information just to maintain causal ordering among the MSSs. Since the wireless channel between an MSS and an MH in its cell is FIFO, maintaining causal ordering at the static network level is sufficient if the MHs do not move. To ensure that causal ordering is not violated after an MH moves, we incorporate some steps into the handoff" procedure.
Static Module
The static module is similar to the static module of Algorithm 1 but for some of the data structures. For 
Handoff Module
The handoff module is more involved when compared to the handoff module of algorithm 1. Since causal ordering is explicitly maintained only at the MSSs level, some measures have to be taken during handoff to maintain causal ordering after an MH moves.
Before we describe the handoff module, we illustrate the problem at hand with an example. On receiving the message enable(h k , PEND_ACKk) MSS Sj starts sending the application messages sent by h k . Also, Sj delivers all the messages in PEND_ACKk in the FIFO order to MH hk. Sj also delivers all the messages for MH h k that are marked old to h k in the order in which the messages arrived. Any mes- MSS Si (the previous MSS of hk), after receiving last(h k ) from all the MSSs sends the message handoff _over(h k ) to MSS Sj.
Observe that no messages for hk sent to Si will be in transition after Si receives last (h k ) from all the MSSs. (Messages sent as part of handoff module are also causally ordered.) The handoff terminates at Sj after handoff _over( h k ) is received by Sj. If Sj receives the message handoff _begin( h k ) from some other MSS before the current handoff terminates (this can happen if h k switches its cell), Sj will respond to the message only after the handoff terminates.
Analysis
The size of MSS...5ENT is n; integers and hence the size of each message header over the wired network is O(n;) integers. The overhead does not depend on nh, the number of MRs. Clearly, factors F3-F4 are satisfied. MR connections/disconnections do not affect the size of the arrays MSS-DELIV and MSS...5ENT. During handoff, a notify message has to be sent to all the MSSs, and all the MSSs send last messages. Hence, the handoff module uses O(n.) messages. The storage requirement of Algorithm 2 and the load placed on the MSSs are less than that of Algorithm 1.
Though the handoff module is involved, it does not affect the performance (compared to Algorithm I) due to the following reasons. (i) MH h k does not wait for the handoff module to terminate to receive messages. It keeps receiving old messages. (ii) Messages sent by h k for other MHs are sent by Sj (the new MSS of hk) immediately after Sj receives enable message.
The drawback of Algorithm 2 is the possibility of a message being "inhibited" from being delivered to an MR. There is an inhibition in delivering a message to an MR if it is queued in MSS_PENDING even though the delivery of the message does not violate causal ordering. Messages may be inhibited because, in Algorithm 2, causal ordering is explicitly implemented among the MSSs. Reception of a message may violate causal ordering from an MSS's point of view; whereas its delivery to an MH may not violate causal ordering from the MH's point of view. However, this delay is less than the delay introduced by Algorithm 1 in transmitting and processing the header of each message. The average delay in delivering a message in Algorithm 2 is considerably less than the delay in Algorithm 1 when nh increases, as shown in Figure 1 . (For the details of our simulation model, see Appendix A.)
When nh < 30 the message header in both the algo- Messages to MRs that belong different logical MSSs will not inhibit each other though the MHs may be in the same cell. Thus, as k increases, the unnecessary delay in delivering the message to MH decreases. However, as k increases the size of the message header will increase and, as a result, the time to process the message header will become a dominating factor. In Figure 2 , the average message delay initially decreases when k increases. But when k becomes large the average message delay increases. A Simulation Details The simulation is event driven and it is run on a Spare 10 station. The events are send message, receive message, and handoff. The bandwidth of a wired channel is assumed to be 100 Mbits/sec, and the propagation delay in a wired channel is 7 ms. For a wireless channel, the bandwidth and propagation delay are assumed to be 1 Mbits/sec and 500 ps, respectively.
Initially, the cells of the mobile hosts are assigned randomly. The time interval between two send events in a mobile host is an exponentially distributed random variable with a mean of t s seconds. The time interval between handoff is also an exponentially distributed random variable with a mean of th seconds. The values of t" and th are varied (0.1, 1.0, 10 secs) to consider different scenario of communication and mobility. The processing time considered in measuring the message delay is the actual CPU running time in processing the message header. The value of every point in the graph is an average of the results of 1000 experiments performed.
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